Well, wasn’t that a weekend?!
Nine of us met at the Siffleur Falls trailhead early Saturday morning to begin our 2-night backpack adventure to Farley Lake.
We congregated, had a quick safety meeting, and were on our way! Although there was lots of evidence of Yogi and Boo
Boo on the trail, sadly – or thankfully, depending on your perspective, we never came across any said characters.
We creek-crossed, puddle-jumped, and bush-whacked. We walked through the seven levels of the scratchy Alder Forest,
traversed the mile-long stretch of slippery-slidey rock -slide, and then floated over the cloud of moss that felt like Heaven
for our feet! (That was an Elf reference for all you Will Farrell fans
).
We arrived into camp around 4:30, or so we thought. Someone had beat us to the primo spots, so we decided to continue
hiking to the back of the lake and set up camp there. It turned out to be an amazing camp area! Most impressive was our
camp kitchen table straight out of the Flintstones! The men raided a rock quarry and returned carrying a perfect stone table
top which was quickly added to a rock pedestal from a different rock quarry. They never came through on the promise of
the bathtub and freezer, but since the table was so impressive, we’ll forgive the oversight!

On day 2, we headed out on a day hike to Hummingbird Pass, which sits at an elevation of 2294 meters. On the way we
crossed a meadow of purple flowers that Sandy aptly referred to as a purple highway, which was full of Larkspur, ForgetMe-Nots, and Purple Vetch. The wildflowers were incredibly beautiful! We found trail, we lost trail, but we pressed
onwards. After “a few wrong turns at Albuquerque,” as someone so eloquently put it, we rediscovered the trail and
watched the vegetation and Mountain scenery change as we followed it all the way up to the Pass.

Sadly, there were no hummingbirds at Hummingbird Pass. Nevertheless, general consensus was the Pass was the highlight
of the trip. During our Mountain Pass lunch break and siesta, Bruce was nice enough to demonstrate his yoga poses, most
specifically showing us all his Inner Goddess.

Being a pretty green back packer, I was excited to learn the tricks of the trade and soak up all the information I could. Camp
banter included discussions of Thieves oil and its various uses – I had no idea you could apply it there! Perhaps the most
important thing I learned this weekend, is that you can not accurately test a fuel canisters fuel level in the bathtub because
apparently the bubbles get in the way and it’s hard to see by candle light!
The weather not only co-operated, but couldn’t have been any better! Not a drop of rain, and beautiful bluebird skies gave
us views for days! Travel stats for the weekend – 48.5 kms over 3 days, with a net elevation gain of over 1200 meters – ISH.
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Thanks to Steve and Bruce for their amazing leadership and navigation skills! Off-roading was fun!
Thanks to Tim and Paul for bringing Baileys and Captain Morgan’s to the party! Always welcome additions!
Thanks to Justin for hiking in the community camp chair. I’m not sure he realized when he brought it that it would
become the ‘community’ chair, but he graciously allowed us all to take it for a whirl!
Thanks to Sandy for the marshmallows, chocolate, and hot moist towels! What a treat at the end of a long day’s
hike!
Thanks to Paul and Sandy for the interesting and educational discussions about the alpine plants and flowers! Your
knowledge was truly impressive!
Thanks to Pat and Colleen for the entertaining and inspiring hiking stories. I’m excited to add some of these to my
bucket list! Thanks also to Pat for being a Rockstar route finder, and on a personal note, to Colleen for driving, being
a great roommate, and helping carry the tent!

Thanks for the memories,
Jill aka Nicole

